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ABSTRACT
The focus of this paper is on Michael Polanyi,'a

contemporary scientist and philosopher, and on some general features
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contemporary manifestations and which are seen from PolanWs,vamtage
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study of rhetoric'in the contemporary world, and sketches the
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science and of their own field..The papesr then explores Polanyi's
concerns and 'his conception of scientific communities and suggests
the shape of his epistemology. (JM)
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In this paper I will be introducing some dimensions of the thought of the

contemporary' scientist and philosiiphichael Polanyi, a man who sees himself

4

not.as a theeri,st of rhetoric but as a philosopher of science, 4 man whose insights

may be especially valuable'to us.for that reason. First, however, I will suggest

Some very general features which I.believe are deeply embedded' in rhetoricl

theory's traditional bases and contemporary manifest'ations, features which I

frankly see from the vantage point Polanyi provides. If, to paraphrase one'of

our recent presidents, I am stuiding on the shoulder of a giant, in much of this

paper I will nonetheless be Irking in diTctions somewhat different from those

which have occupied his own attention. It is important to look in those

directions, for in finding some features yhich undergir&any responsible

rhetoric, we will also find that we contemporary rhetOricians are instructively

(.,;)
. - A'

.

A% ambivllent concerning the nature of science,'an attitudewhich implies an

:fs

unfortunate ambivalence concerning our own field and some features which '

,

undergird it. If the Poltnyian point of view helps us'discover such a problem

2



ii our own.field, it is a problem cloSety akin to the one which called Mic

Pol7nyi to philosophy, a problem ?Mich will warrent further study of POlanyi,

thin. can be represented in this paper.

Whit im=ge of rlri can Westerriman make available to himself which will

undergird freedom of investigation and thq life of thought in the various fields

Of intellectual, artistic, and spiritual endeavor? That question, by no means

merely in "academic" one, is the sort which calls Michael Polanyi to philosophy.

And if I may'hazard a guess which is partly confession, it is the sort of

question which brings many of us to the study of rhetoric.

It has proved impossible for rhetoricians ever to agreeprecisely and ,

explicitly on just whit rhetoric is, a point that may prove instructive instead

of en:b,rrassing. Whether it is a matter of "enchanting the soul by _argument"

(Plato), or "discovering in any given situation the available means of persuasion"

(Aristotle), or "ro t d in an essential function of language itself . . the

use of language as a symbolic means of inducing cooperation in bein s that by

nature respond to ymbols",(Burkb),2 most of us would be unwilling prec ely to

s-.y, preferring i stead tie humanist's vagueness (or perhaps hds wisdom) that

each of these def nitions has something to offer, thus tacitly acknowledging that,

none of them exp icitly captures all of whatever it is we study, when we

study our subjec .

Those def nitions an\ others embody important differences. tit,beneath

any of them lie deep .foundation, a matrix of some features shared by a wide

\,
variety of defi,itions. It not my task to excavate that foundation, but I

do want to'dig 0 e ply enough to suggest the shape of some of
.

its features. The

may sound commoilp ace, but-we belong to a discipline which believes the

3
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conmonplace is important, and we my find that thes© features are less common
P\ .

. .

.

place than problematic inthe contemporary world.

The'first feature, and perhaps the deepest one, is that man is an agent.
4..

. .

He acts, making more or less intelligent choices, rather than being moVed in

ways predetermined ty his own structure or his environment. The notion of man

as gqnt informs Plato's insistence that the soul is "unmoved mover" (Phaedrus,

.

245); it lies beneath AristotlOs insights that because rhetoric is in Various-
..

. ! .
. .

ways concerned with menu actions, its province is the contingent, "that which

. . , is capable of being Otherwise. . .7 (Nick'. Ethics, 1140b2), rhetoric
.

never guarantees persuasion, (Rh 1355b) and that the audience is.the rhetor's

(
.

-judge, notjqis victim. Perelman entitles an essay, "Act and Person in Argument,"3'.
. . ..

and,Kenneth Burke insists that his rhetoric "is built atop the propositionthat.

things move and persons act." Indeed, the' reality of haman action 5.6 presUmed

by any concept of a rheto4ic which is advisory. If, man does not really have

choices to make, it is simply superstitiOus or hypoci-itical.nonsense to think
1,

f rhetoric,advising him as he makes chAkes.

A second feature is that argument is properly informed not only by facts

but by values as well. Rhetoric brings fact and value to bear in its appeals

to action; in so doing, it implies that no unbridgeable chasm divides value from

fact.

Third, the trOition.has consistently given us three ModeS'of proof

proper to rhetoric, not just one. Richard Weaver objects to the "notion that

.._ .- ..

man at his best is a logic machine,"
5 and already in

,

the ancientswe Sde thdt

tips well as its logical diMension, rhetorical argument properly embodies
r

..,

dimensions of emotion and of ethos. It embodies intellect, emotion, and will,
.. i -(

if we believe in faculty psychology ..--,,or it4 implies that ,these three are` Somehow
I I

inseparable, if we do not.,
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Fourth, we recall from Aristotle that the premises of enthymemes'are

not usually rendered explicit. In taking,that.stance, I believe Aristotle and

others in the tradition are insisting that rhetorical argument is based on

beliefs shared by rhetoi and audience and that thos'e.beliefs can and should

often remain tacit. Generalizing, meanings exist which are not explicit, a

point Carroll Arnold suggests when he, says, "Orality .. is itself meaningful"

and continues to kalk about Imednings &hictgare seldom verbalized."6

Rhetorical argument is based on meaningful but tacitly shared.beliefs.

Fifth, since the ofteh-tac ly shared beliefs on which the rheiot
4

constructs his arguments are at least partly a product of.past experiences and

judgments, rhetoric presumes that'the'past is relevant to the preset.
\

,

Weaver Puts it strongly, "Rhetoric depgnds upon history."7
1

The comprehensive nature of rhetorical proofs'and the t it character

ilof some rhetorical meanings are surely some of the features whi lead

1

contemporary theorists to insist that rhetpiic addresses "the whole men,"

who participates tacitly in meanings shared,by his fellows, whose acts are;

1
informed by his passions and purposes,. not by ,logic alone. The presumption is

mah,is different qualitatively from other animals, still more different

from mute, insensate things and as Henry Johnstone8 athong others has argued,

that his difference lies.not inan ability to transmit and store informatiqn,

but in his freedom to persuade and jpe pitrsuaded.

Perhaps the notion of man as petsuader returns us to a concept of man

N

as agent;- certainly my next feau;e:Oes. Theorists have pointed- out that

man faces problems; he addresses situation's which are problematic because

inherent in them is no logically or empirically compelling resolution. 3ryant

has slid,

I
7



Rhetoric . . . is the method, the strategy, the orgy

the princip'es for deciding beet the undepidAde qu
for r_rriving,at solutions of the unsolwIble probl
instituting method in those vital phases of human

where no 3,ethod is inherent in the totallsubject m

decision. . V
ft..

Yryant has phrased it memorably, but he would not claim o

thought.' Aristotle insists, "The duty of. rhetoric is, to d-al with such matters

as we deliberate upon without arts or systems to guide 1357a) and

(
Isocra6s-calls it/the faculty with which "we both conte d against others'on

6

matters which are open to dispute and seek ight for ou selves on things which

on of
stions,

for
ctivity

tter of

5

ginality _for the

ard, unknown" (Antidosis, 256). Rhetoric presumes that an, faced with problems,

acts ads inquirer, and that even if. the fruits of his inquiry cannot be

apodictic, it makes sense for him to inquire. Withou such a presumption, for

example, it would be mere flummery for Aristotle to s y that though rhetoric(

...r6ues opposites, it '!is useful because things that re true and things thit,are /
A

just havea natural tendency to prevail over their o pogites" (IL,h 1555a) ,
Rhetoric presumes that e mide-ground exists betwe n conelusiOns proved

absolutely and capricious positions assumed arbitr

opinion, riietoric.spresumes that not all opinions a

ihat it thus makes sense to debate opinions, even
4

conclude in certainty.

Rhetoric presumes that man is agent, that he acts on the basis of

values as;well as facts, that his past informs present actions, thA the

whole man -- not just'the faCulty of logIc .cts and'is moved to action,

h 4
4

rily. The'provin e of. .

e equally reasonable and

though such debate,dannot

that the speaker a d his fellipws embody and sh re meanings that are not

tirticulated, and t at though he risks failure of various sorts it makes sense

,
for him to enc., in acts of 'inquiry when faced' with problematic situations, to

take action in the absence of conclusive evidence or

,

6
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It seems to me that these are features undergirding rhetorical.

theories generally, among those which form the foundation for-any rheto'ric

which aspires to be responsible. They are char'icteristics on whose basil-

`any rhetorical theory, whether classical or contemporary can be a theory of

more than mere' manipulation.

Turning specifically,to the study of rhetoric in the contemporary

world, it too h s 'some characteristics we should briefly remark. The first is

the quality of interest which rhetoric now excites Though we, find the

breadth tf that interest sometimes baffling, even embarrassing, many of us also

are findin the study of rhetorip to be profoundly evocative. Think of the

number of al'ETM--who have moved to rhetoric from study in some other field.

Perelman is the clearest example, though not the only one. But you and T'are

my mast accessible evidence for the point I am now suggesting, A century ago,

we would not have been at a meeting of t)lis sort. More likely, if we'had,

considered rhetoric at all, we would have thought of it as some antiquated dis-

.

cipline,la glassical curiosiq,_to be stored away wit, other artifacts of a

pre-scientific age. Today, we suspect that that may not be the whole story,

that there may be latent .in rhetoribal insights a wisdom which we are working

to recover. It trmay be that rhetoric's 'hour is come ,round at last, an idea

I

we'are laboring. to see reborn.
...- --

If so,
,

I would suggest'that one of our motives is the image of man. ; have
,

sketched, ,$ on man's capability for actiOn,,actiont irreducibility to mere

# motion, tnd therefore granting force to such concepts as dignity, freedom, and

responsibility. The image, in a word, is huanistic Perelman,, for eXAmples

spea'ks of our need for a philosophy which would "integrate into its structure

the processes of argumentation utilized in everyeedoffiain of human eultured and

*
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goes on to say, "A. renewal of rhetoric would confdrm to th,,humanist aspect of

L the aspirations of'our
11

Henry Johnstone sees rhetorical acts'as
4

Citnstitutive of self.12 Weaver calls rhetoric "the most humanistic of all
.

/ the disciplines
13

and complains in the stme paragraph that contempora'ry

,culture -"has no adequate theory of man:" Perha one of our ambitions in

studying rhetoric is to recover sarde'seftse of thelpman image which informs it.

Another, equally ambitious, chara teristic of contemporary rhetoric

is the scope it seems td asspme. Under,ghningerls definition of rhetoric'

as "the rationale of symbolic.inducement,"14 it'is difficult td see how ,any

st,1 .tement could escape its purview. Kenneth Burke's definition ren4rs

the oric.coextensive with meaning.15 Perelman sees man as "an essentially

rhet rical animal."
16 ' All three woula seem to agree with.Weaver, who claims,

"Men are loorn rhetoricians . . . . Rhetoric is cognate with /&nguage."
17

Robert Oliver says, "Philosophy itself is a for of rhetoric." And Wayne

Booth acknowledges, '=Every statement is in some sense rhetorical."19 Given

our emerging understanding of rhetoric,, it is difficult to see how.anv statement

can be exempt from its scope.

3ut that brings me to the last characteristic of contemporary rhetoric

to be mentioned, actually a problem which provides important motivation for

this paper. Rhetoricians argue that all statements are rhetorical, yet they

also often assume that statements claiming scientific status are in no way

rhetorical. Rhetorical statements are informed by vaiueas well as facts, but
,

' Earle H. Nichols speaks of the "facts alone, "20 presumably uneffected by

valuations, which science. offers. Rhetoric properly encompasses three modes

of proof, but science is presumably limited to impersonal logic (and equally

Y impersonal observation) alone. Thus Perelman at times feels that formal logic



t
8

is a counterpart to rhetorical argumentation;
21

the two ar/6 mlAally exclusive. -

Of dPur,e, it ii.diffiallt to mention Perelman without mentioning his "universal

audience," of which scientists would presAmably be one manifestation. Thus

the notion of "audience" itself would presumably place science'under the aegis/

of rhetoric, but on this point Perelman instructively equlvpcates, as'can be '

4

efficiently seen: ":4aximally efficacious, rhetoric, in the case of a universal

audience, is rhetoric employing nothing:but logical proof,"23 he says, but he '

continues, "It is always hazardous . . . to identify with logic the argumenta

tion intended for the universal audience:124 ;cleaver agrees that science,

unlike rhetoric, is restricted to logic alone: "The method of scientific

.investigation," he says, "is . . . merely the method of logic."25 Unlike the

.

.

rhetorician, Weaver says the scient5ist "has to demonstrate every oposition in

.

ht argument";
26 scaence.presumably is restricted to the apodictic. It

presumably gives us incontDovertible knowledge, since its method is apodictic

logic and since the scientist's observations are themselves incontrovertible;

he observes things "that just anybody could identify, like an elephant in a

parade."27 Since his methods are certain and his arguments demonstrative, since

therefore he risks no error, unlike therhetor the scientist can never properly

base his work or his argument on appeals to authority, a point made by both

Weaver
28

and Perel'ian.29 Perelman's equivocation aside, presuMably the same

reason the scientist does not need an audience' either; Lloyd Bitzer,clai-is, "The

scientist can produce a discourse ,expressive or generative of knowledge with
.

out engaging another mind.
n30 Perelman seems to agree:

Contrary to what happens in science, where all that is
.necessary for the solution of a problem is knowledg of the

techniques that enable the solution to be reached,

interference,in a controversy whose outcome will affect a
(epeciac group may be made only by one who is a. member of,
or-otherwise closely bound up with, the group in Fluestibn...)
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For Weaver, all ',Lan -urge is seronic." Com7lenting on Weaver; Paul Campbell

has said that language in use is never "neutral, or i*ersonal, or objective.';32

.

Thus scientific discourse. is presumably a sort of rhetoric. Yet Weaver also

is capable of saying that science and dialectic "are both rational and they

are both neutral."33 He says, "Rhetorical presentation always carries

pelspective. The scientific inquirer, on the other.hand, is merely noting things

as they exist in empirical conjuaction."

The problem I am suggesting should be in sufficient focus now to warrant

a general formulation: All discourse is rhetorical, we claim, yet we often,

tend.to embrace an understanding of scientific discourse which excludes it

from the realm of rhetoric. Furthermore, it is not tha case that these

opposed 'attitudes characterize. opposed factions within our discipline. Instead,

as my citations have suggested, both attitudes are held by the same men,

many of whom are among the most influential figures in our field.

Ii some respects, the problem-is both understandable and peripheral. .If

rhetoric encompasses all, it is understandable that in a world immeasurably more

complex than Cicero's we do not claim the universal knowledge Crassus exhorts

us to, It is understandable that as a discipline we }lavenot intensively

studied the philosophy ,of science, for instance. Perhaps, too, in-a<ge of

relativism amil skepticism we do not wish to relegate to rhetoric what little

still seems certain, and Certainly seems f.73rt us to be bound up with science;

That, too, is understandable, though it seems to assume that a rhetorical

argument, is one whiCh anybody is free to- disbelieve, and we may

examine that assumption. The problem is peripheral, too, in t at its -elution

conceivably .might, not affect at all the ways we conduCt ours Classes pr our
7 e I

,ether work as rhetoricians.. Furthermore, it is a peripheral issue in a literal

10
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?n,

way; doubtless one of our,motives into characterizing science is to delimit
b

A rhetoric, to give our discipline some bbundary.

In other ways, however, the problem is an absolutely fundamental one,

for our discipline Fici for our selves. One consideration is that in our age.

science is the most p 'csuasive stuff around. We need.think only of the white-

coated 4scientist" in the latest patent-medicine act' or Of our thoughtful

students' attitudes,4,when they come to.us.humanists after`having left classes

1
in the naturalor social science. Really, we need think only of ourselves;

in ways we have seen, even rhetoricians are moved by the prevailing scientific

ethos. Surely it is no exaggeration to say that some forms of scientific

Nri

discourse genetate especially pervasive and powerful forces of sersuasion'i:oday.

If we neglect to study the philosophic assumptions underlying them, we are

neglecting an, especially vital aspect 'of our own field.

3ut there is deeper reason for this to be an absolutely fundamental

problem for us. The conception of science we tend tb hold turns out to be in

ef,fect though doutiltss not in. intention utterly inimical to such features as

the ones I earlier characterized, features which I:belieye underlie any

responsible theory of rhetoxiic. Tosee clearly, though brie

view of science simply will not do, as'far as rhetoric is cc

to surlmarize and somewhat extend the view of science we hav

,

suggesting.' The view I shall sketch is perhaps not one whi

person -- certainly any rhetorician -- would wish to hold.

sounds .at Times like.caricature, I can only cite the summary

fly, Why such a t

ncerned, ,need

e heard our colleagues'

ch any responsible

If the sketch

form my argument

must take and say that I am working out so4 apparently inescapable extensions

of this view' of science.

4

1.s
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Science, in this view, is a riatter of "the facts alone." Significant

statements are either.definitions or reports of sensation; considerationg of 1

value, for instance, are neither; literally "non-sensical," they really are

meaningless. Thus this view has no place for value statements or indeed for

evaluations of any sort. Its sa.ethods area natter of objective observation-and ".

impersonal, often mathematicized logic. Its 'statements are thoroughly-rigorous,

F..act, and explicit, eithe( self- evidently true or demonstrably based on

incon trovertible observations. In th e' voice of the early Wittgenstein it..

insists, ".'hat n be said at all can.be said clearly, and what we Cannot:talk *

about we must c nsign too silence."35 The knowledge it offers is wholly formal-

ized,and,testab
o

must certainly

e.. It insists that what can be doubted must, not be believed and

of be embraced as a basis for any claim to knowledge. Rigorously

d fined and objectively observed facts alone are to be countenanced; the

's ientist is th passive accumulator of such facts. Through trial and error

/he arrives at t'eoriet, merelyconvenierit fictions which help him catalog his

facts: If.fact ever turn up which do not fit his theories, those theories
. - .

,
. .

red and found in error;. they must be immediately abandonedwill have been

and theoried which catarog .more efficiently)must be found. Since its aim is to

"Five knowledge 1-1.1iCh is incontrovertible, science has no use for beliefs
. ,

. .

embodied in a tradition and the scientist can properly make no appeal to

authority -- hiS own, his co-workers', or their preAQessorst. Since his

methodclogy,generates demonstrative knowledge, the scientist may choose to

share his,findings with an audience, but,he has. no need of an audience to

r judge his findings. This view of science;( as I have broadly sketched it, has

had many e-inent advocates. It is a stance labelled as positivism or objectivism,

. tlie term which 'olanyi often uses and Which I will adopt in subsequent dis-

cussion. It is a view of science whose general truth has long teen assumed in

1.2
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the West, one Which hay still seem unquestionable tp a few.philosophers of

science, some scientistts and Tlany laymen., rhetoricians among them.

This objectivist view of _science seems utterly reasonable, yet the

methadologyit endorses is radically at variance with-the methods the
. 4

rhetorical tradition consistently has advocated. At the risk of repetition,

I need to mention a fel;/ illusCrative differences:, the rhetor addresses

A
*'prdblems which demand attention, Problem's which exist because available evidence

k

and logic do n dntaii a single clear and demonstrative resolution; he speaks,

though Eiveh the nature of the situation,he cannot speak clearly. The rhetor
, 1 ,

I

is advocate rather, than impassive observer; it would be unthinkable for hie to'

- 12 .
. * .

.

abandon his position%in light of same bit of evidence which apparently cofiflicts

f
with his case; indeed the existence of conflicting evidence, We might-say, is

.

what cal1.s_t,thiNhetor into play. The rhetorical tradition encourages tam to

draw on value as we fact._ 'He appals in terms of ethos and pathos, riot

in terms of logic alone. His arguments are not rigorous or ,exact.; they always

rigk being mistaken. Npither are they wholly explittt; they are based instead

A, A

on shared and often uippoken beliefs tradition*0 His'Imethods in that

some meanings are tacit. The o)Njectivistisstance leads him to the position

that,demonstrableknowledge is all, and that beyond the boundaries of kncoledge

all that 'exists are equally arbitrary opinioris. As one objectivist has
4.6

-candidly put it, the opinion of the wise man is on a par with that of the

ignoramus.°
6

Such a position obviously banishes ethos. More fundamentally,

z.

it implicitly.- denies that it makes sense to debate opinions, thus denying a

pregtImption which a responsible rhetoric must'surely hold.

Should rhetors and theorists abandon the methodologies advocated since

,Aristotle, in favor of thOse radically more'restrioted ones embedded in an

4
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objectivist View of.&cience? Even presuming we do not abandon the more loosely

deTineoeand methods advanced 'in the rhetorical tradition, should

objectivist science be accepted as the norm for rhetorical processes?. Tt ray

seem utterly unreasonable not to; yet as we have seen, much dr that proffered

norm would lead us to discount featares which have always been central to

. the rhetoricaltradition. Any reasonable answers to'these questions must be

r.uch more coTplicated than the questions themselves, and I will not offer

any, directly. I point urNhe questions to focus some serious issues arising

from our assumptions about science and about our own discipline, assumptions

at sucn'variance that an objectivist view of science and aresponsre view of

rhetoric ray havVdifficulty living in the -same world or the same mind. I

believe that such questions as these inform the instructive ambivalence which,

it eee:.s to me that twentieth-century rhetoricians often betray ;Aioward'their

Wown. discipline.

'Even if we could leave-aside methodological issues, there is another

fundamentdli issue facing us, having to do with somb subject matter viewed

through o1

The

ectivist methodology, when the subject is man.

rigor and explicitness which are apparent characteristics of

objectivist method mean that only what appears countable is accgrded status
s4

as reality. Walter Ongt develops this thesis with "regard to the "empirical"

schools of associational psychology;? W. J. Bate argues, "Cartesian mathe-

maticis:11-eventually had to discard as unknowable -- and therefore, since the-14:

mathematical reason is infallitle, as nonexistent -- all except the Mechanical

itself.
8

When objectivists turns its attention to man, `such works as

LaMettriets L'Homme Yachine shows that it sees man as a mechanical device.

rachihes have no room for contingencies. The contingent, which is an essential

40,

ti

4
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eleent in Aristotle's thought and specifically. in h.1s rhetoric, is now seen

as mere illusion. Machines are not open to ar-gument. That wasseen with

characteristic incisiveness, by Dr. Johnson: "If a an would rather be a

machine, I cannot argue,, with i1im," he said.39
'

any peon e, perhaps including even some rhetoricians, would be willing

' to forego the wars of words, if that were all that is at stake here. But-it

is not. Bertrand Russell illustrates the point nicely:

CartesianiSm,was rigidly deterministic. Living organisms,
just as much as, dead matter, weregoverned by the laws of
physics; there was no longer need, as in.the Aristotelian
philosophy, of an entelechy or soul to explain the growth
of organisms and the movements of animals .43

All is rigidly determined; choice and action are merely illusion. $iumans.,

like any other machines, do not)act; they are moved. Objectivism insists

. that apparent "actions" in response to "choices" are merely movements by a.

.type of :achine whose causal factors and operational principles we as yet

imperfectly understand. Really, choice is an illusion. In a world where

neither organic self nor act is real, it is doubly nonsensical to think of

rhetorical acts cOnstituting the self. Neither "risk" nor "commitment" can have

any reality. If acts are illusory, interactions must' be also. To believe that

persons, thrbugh discourse, might constitute communities and create social

harmonies is a dangerous illusion -- as dangerous, perhaps, as the illusions of

"freedom and dignity" which huplans superstitiously persist in, holding.. .nsteadl

social cohesiveness is to be rained by the control of behavior. Or, only a

'Lit rore precisely, it is to be gained by manipulation of envoronmental-factors

which control behavior. Anything more manipulation is literally unthink-

able. !'anipulation, not interaction, is real; we might as well face that fact

and rake the most of it. In Ipd.ef,.the notion of man as agent, which was'

15.
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central to ancient rhetoric and which I have suggested as one motivation for

rhetoric's contelporary rebirth, that notion under 'an objectivist view is

seen as simply nonsense. Objectivism, begun in a laudable attempt to purge

error and undergird episte:nic claims, in effect undermines features

absolutely,Central to a responsible rhetoric.

Despite their often objectivist views. of what science is, rhetoricians,

have beef uneasy in lt,,ht oP objectivism's disastrous implications for rhetoric

,

and for the image of :pan wh3AW rhetoric embraces. Perelman has instructively

inveighed against the_objecti.vist restriction'of the rational to the demonstrable,

and both he and others have nentioned often if in passing Perelmants movement

from "positivism" to rhetoric,
4 journey he may not have yet completed.

Henry Johnstone sees himself movi4.g away from a view which "had muchk in

common with-the Cartesianism it attacked."42 Lawrence Rosenfield argues against

Or-

"loP ical positivism and Skinnerian psychology
)
both «of which deny man's

'experiential capacitiest and limit their notion Of man to that of an automaton

consisting of a network of observable behaviors."43 Ralph Eubanks argues, "In

the world of semantic positivism there are no rhetOrical issueS."44. Richard

Weaver sees that rhetoric will never be eliminated.° But he'sees the danger

that objectivist conceptibns will perstade contemporary man:

For mat man tells himself he is manifests itself soon,

eno gh in what, he does and may even predetermine what he

can o The imminence of . . . a dark night

of ' e mind is the subject of-this essay . . . . ,Man is

eing told by the representatives of that body of know

ledge rich today enjoys the most prestige that. he is not'ledge

1.

Weaver says elsewhere, "The word is almost in limbo, where the positivists

have wished to consign it."47 Under the objectivist image, Weaver sees,

"The modern mind is trying to surrender its constitutive powers to-the

R 13
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denies the existenc
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woi-ld."P Such a surrender entails the'"denial of

ately of knowledge, which lies at the source of our

ver calls for "a more complete episteMology"5° than the

ch denies the validity of rhetorical methodologies and

of rhetorical beings. Contemporary rhetori6ianst

equivocations conce ning the nature of knowledge and of science are instructive;

t
(

ey help show theisomplexity of the problems bqing raised here and the difficulty
0

or adequately addreS'sit:g those problems in a culture pervaded by objectivist
(

onceptions, whicji in effect are inimical to any theory of a responsible

'hetoric.
4 1

If we h ve found thobjectivist conceptions simply will not do in the

realm of rhetpric, it isepart of Michael Polanyits achievement to show that

they can have disastrous consequencesia_theyealm of science. Polanytti

achievement fences beyond that crftical task, though "rhetoric" is not one
V

of Polanyit's professional concerns and is an item which appears only rarely in

-,'

'his vocabulary, Polanyi,is also articu g an image of science, I beliex a

viable one, which you(and I would consider thoroughly rhetorical.

, In the remainder of this paper I will sketch some arguments through which

Polanyi discovers

suzgest the ailernative

in his understanding of

s 'difficulties in objectivist formulations, and

conceptions he offers, conceptions originally gecanded

scier\tific communities. I will trace his conception

of scientificonnunities, a cOTeption both chronologically prior to and

conceptually coherent 14ith the epistemology he ha's Since developed. There will

not be space to consider his epistemology itself in any detail, though

most commentators consider that to be PolanYits most important achievement.
, A

In this paper there will be space only'f* the claim that Polanyits thought is

17
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dpeply coherant.with feature undergirdinz rhetorical theory. /K claim' w'.lich
.

-should provide ,-rounding for- the subsequent claim, which-must be developed

eisewhereAttat Polanyits episte-lology offers a viable foundation for

rhetoric, a f, .ndation denied it by objectivist formulation in ways I am

su"- eetinc.

Eichael Polanyi did not set out to become -a professional philosopher;

he was a 7,edical'doctor, .then a remarkably fruitful research chemist, be/ore

being called to philosophic issues by a deeply felt cultural exigence. Those

circumstances doubtless qualify Polanyi as a rhetor, but I am unconcerned in

this paper with executing rhetorical criticism on hit,work or with e:Tlicating

in great detail the rhetorical criticism Polanyi in effect offers of his

ath crsariest positions, beyond suggesting that Polanyits work' itself shows that

.....: rhetorical crAicism needs to be a deeply searching actiiity.

PolanYL working hen 'as a research chemist, fled Germany after Iziism

c4:-.,e to power. He fled to En;;land, where he resides' and where, in the

1930's and 140's, he found efforts under way to "plan" the direction of future

- \ ,

1' scientific endeavors, shaping them in directions deemed t o t 9psocially or
,, . i

,--1 ..

materially useful. These efforts)infor!zed by the Narxist attempts of the time
/

to shape the directions of scientific work, Polanyi resolutely and successfully
4

opposed. The example of Marxist ideology was to become emblematic for Polanyi

of the exigence which called him to philosophical issues.

The exigence PolLnyi perceives is a matter of'essentiall;7"ideological

threats to the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake, to free thought in

'general and to the autonomy of scientific inquiry in partiCular. Armed only

with objectivist formulations, when faced with ideological threats the liberal

, 8
4

-4
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rind can only "stagger and fumble" tPK, p. 220;51 objectivism offers no

cleft..nse for the autonomy of thought anywhere, even in the sciences. In fact,

conte-iporary ideological threats Ito science.ironically.derive their persuasive

force from objectivist .concepti ns of what science is:

I first met question
the Soviet ideology
;go the,4,pursuit of

Fact that ,this de
scientific thou&
its trenkidous
certainty. The
produced a meer
which there wa

We nust briefly see ho'

intended to undergird science, could come instead to afford persuasivp power

of philosophy when I came up againSt
under Stalin which denied justification ,

cience . . . . I was struck by the
'al of the very existence of independent
came from.a socialist theory which derived

rsuasive power from its claim to scientific
scientific outlook appeared to have
nical conception of man and history in
no place for ,science itself. (TD, p. 3)

according to Polanyi, it could be that objectivism;

ideologies which un ermine scientific activities.

A Uestern ma s increasing pagsion for objectivity, essentially a passion

. to perfeCt his k owledLp) has led him to view an increasing range of subjects

,-)Through objecti ist spectacles, until now it is widely persumed that persons .

and societies ..hemselves ought toibe studied "objectively." Through the

sp,,xtacles iv"Pobjectivity," however, there are some things which sin ly
%

`cannot be seen. In particular, the "criteria of objectivity must deny reality

to

to any moral claims" (K & 3, p. 46). Thus, for example, "Justice, morality,

cu4ton and law now appear as mere sets of conventions charged with emotional,

approval" (LL, p. Q). Contemporary ideologies substitute appOitive terms".:--

terns of paaer, economic interest, selfish desire (See LL, p. 5) 7- for terms

of noral motivation, since genuine moral motivation is now pregumed'noi to

exist (See PK, p. 234). Any individual or institution claiming to be acting

on moral grounds is seen to be engagins ln self-deception or, more likely,

hypocrisy, and is bitterly denounded.

l.9
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Jut that denunciation Would not be made if the objectivist view of

w.pre an accurat.,e one, for such denunciation _is itself trounded, in

moral passions. Thus nihilists, in Polanyits analysis, are "strict materialists,
4 ..."""

,

who co.-; tine their total denial of genuinely moral ideals With a frenzied

hatred of society on account of.its immorality" (K 3, p. 15). Natiism provides

another illustration. Thou:-, !'The Nazi disbeliev[A in public morality"

p. ,106), the :Iazi leaders had la strong feeling of [their] own moral

superiority over the moralizing statesmen of other countries" (K B, p. 9).

Under the de-and for boundless honesty, "Violence alone is still honest, but

.

only ,;ra.L,uitous violence is authentic action"(PK,. p. 236). Having suffered

'an-inversion of standards, the only valid sign of morality is taken to 1:;'e
I

immersion in 1=oral action.

Important .to Polanyits analysis is his conviction that r?an embodies

moral passions, though they are denied b' the objectivist and thoq-ji, unacknOw

ledge& they are subject to terrible perversion. Such "homelesswmoral

passions and objectivism, though contradictory principles, mutually reinforce
.

each other, in modern ideologies. Increasinglj:ruthless insistence on objec--
-;,

tivitY drives moral passionS even further Underground,'whem they encourage

uslto increasingly boundless aspirations. .At the same time, moral passions

inform the very objectivism which with Increasinginsistence denies their

existence. Perfectionism in knowledge and perfectionism in morals 'breed each

other; the confluence of these two contradictory principles is highly

lolatile, and it can be ruthless.

And this confluence is tremendously persuasive to the modern mind.; its

contradictory elehLents jointly provide the convincing power characteristic.of

oonte:-.porary ideologies: "The more inordinate our moral aspirations and the

pore completely amoral ourobjectivist outlook, the more powerful 3.6 a

20
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cu.bination in-which thi.:se contradictory principles mutuaAly reinforce each

otherP (PK, p. 223). Thus Marxism, Polanyi's most abiding target,.ttifecuses all

moral sentiments of hypocrisy, while the moral indignation which -the Cr!arxist3

. 1

thus expresses is safely disguised as a sc,Ifentific statement" (PK', p. 233)
0

Contemporary ideologies' persuasive force derives'from their claiMod-scientific

status, when coupled with,their unspoken moral TaSsion:

Alleged scientific.assertions, which are accepted as' such
becaude,they satisfy moral passions, will: excite these
passions further, and thus lend increased convincing' pcaer
to the scientific affirmationg in question -- and so on,
indefinitely. Moreover, such a dynamo -- objective coupling
is also potent in its-own defense: 'Any criticism of its
scientific:part is rebutted by the moral passions behind
it, while any moral objections to it are coldly brushed
asideby invoking the inexorable verdit.of its scientific
finding* (PK, p. 230). 4

Marxist ideology gathers its perSuasive power from the contradictory
. ,

-

princi es -- boundless moral aspirations,render d,eovert by an objectiv*

which denies the exiltencp of morality. Marxist ideblogyc..AD "such supreme

convincing power Betause] . . . . it enablesthe'ilioder mind, tortured by

rgly,a1 pelf-doubt,, to indulge, its Moral passions in terns which also satisfy

its passiori for ruthless objectivity, (PK,,p. .228), Polanyi promises the

rhetorical critic important insights, I believe, as he sketches how mutually

contradictory positiond, simultaneously embraced,.can jointly offer, ,persuasive

efficacy. He may help us deal, for instance, with,scientistic arguments, and

perhaps he gfferS us a :egv,.to understand th4.dynamics of those inversions

which'drowned an Ameriiian administration in Watergate.

Polanyi sees culture,as_an.unexpressibly delicate organism; and he sees

science as one dimension of the more 'general culture (LL, p. 7), prey, to the

same,forces which undermine cultural institutions and traditions in general.

Polanyits analysis of ideolbgy shows how the logic implicit in objectivism can

P
- a
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be finally/destructive of free scientific inquiry and how the objettildst who
. .

w0:446(defend the autonomy of science is rendered impotent by his notion.ot

what science is. Though r=ay discussion here must be br f and therfcire fairly"

theoretical, both Polanyits writings and the last decades of ory. in the

I.
Soviet Union and elsewhere show that the issue is dat merely a theoretical one.

Recall Cftat under objectivist analysis;
6
man's movements are determined:

by" his. innate,.essential1,7 selfish, appetites and by environmental factors

over which he has no control: Unfortunately, there is no'way to exempt the

scientist, from this analysis. Even statements of fact are dissolved into

kiecIarationsof purpose (See Ric pp. 240, 242). Past scientificadvances are

read as solutions motivated by practical, essentially technological, problems..

If the scientist claims independence of inquiry he must ba denounced as "self

deluded or hypocritical; "To claim independent status for pure science]
g%

ridiculed as mere snobbery" (PK, p.'238); since objectivism his.Ydenied

- altogether any intrinsic power to thought and thus denied also any groun4s

for claiihg freedom of thought" (in, pp. 3-4). In terms that we have already.
/ .

.

heard suggested'by Richard Weaver, the.logic of objectivism entails tne

destruction of therhuman mind" (PK, p.. 240)1

.
,.......

,To come at essenti.aily. the same analysis frome somewhat different point
.

tk

of view, recall that for the objectivist there exists no middle ground between
. . ,

the absolute and the arbitrary -- the 'absolute character of data and.demo.nstra--

bleknowledse and the arbitrary chard"cter of any other claims. If the scientist

is who the objectivist says he is, if he is the impersonal and objective observer,

collector,. and codifier of data, what he observes, collects, and codifies,

0hould be'a'matter that is essentially arbitrary'(LL, p. 49). If the choice

22
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of a problem.iS'arbitrary, it should not natter\who chooses'a problanWor,

scientists to tackle. The same \oral passion for perfection, which informs

the objectivist ideal of knowledge in the firgt place, also seeki' the

improvement of man's life. Since scientists Are in any case arbitrary in

their choice of problems, they should address themselves to problems whose

-solutions would promise praCtical,- social benefit. The direction of scientific

-A\
work is no longer a r:ratter to be determined by scientists; it becomes a matter

for political rulers instead. ScjA-lb thus, sacrifices its autonomy to a

P

superior authority, an authority which. judges which problems scientists should

address, ;,-rants or withholds support fo' scipptists and, in effect,.judges

their findings. 41.

If science were what the objectivist says it is, this wbuld be the most

beneficial waT,forscience to proceed.. But it is not. In abrogating'the

/
.

autonomy of scientific activity, this rationale in effect threatens the existence
:

. ,
4

.

oft science, as bizarre pogroms against scientific communities in Communist
..

countries most clearly have shown.
52

Science is not what the objectivist believes it to be. It iihinstead,a

consentual activity, carried on within a self-ad6redited and self-goVerning

community. Any mo'Veent 'which in effect threatens its consentual basis or the

.communal framework within which ,consent is. achieved -- including any philosophy

of science which does that -44poses a dangerous if unintended threat to scien-

tific activity itself. What follows is the view Polavi offers of an individual's

initiation into a scientifiC community and some relevant funCtions such

comm unities serve. The sketch implies some serious inadequacies in objectiVism's

ideal and it foreshadows the shape of Polanyi's oWn epistemology. The sketch

2t3
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doubtless will seem,larEely commonplace; what is striking is its incoherence

.withtheobjectivist ideal and its resulting implication that the ideal is

mistaken.

The facts relevant to a scientific discipline .are by no means self-
.

evident; they are not at all things that "just.anybody" could see. Indeed,

the candidate must learn to see in certain ways, ways which characterize his

discipline:, "different branch-ds of science are based on different ways of

seeing."53 The mark of scientific ability is the "gift of seeing things where

others see nothing"'(K & B, p. 107).

urthermore, the candidate must strive to see matters which no explicit

description can ever demonstrate to him; the aspiring biologist, for example,

must learn to distinguish specir4ns which, after explicit descriptionI still

seen identical to his untrained eye. Far from simply learning the explicit

for..ulae, theories, and rigorous methodology .currently existing in his discipline,

the aspirant commits himself to an education that could not be conveyed by

any textbook. He is aearning an art, and "Since an art cannot be precisely

defined, it can be transmitted only by examples of the practice which embodies

it" (SFS, p. 15). The aspirant serves an apprdnbiceship, imitating and

being ;aided by men already accredited as 114horities in the discipline.

Contrary to what a self - consistent objectivis. would say, the apprentice's role
+A

is not to doubt and replicate *hat his science. offers -- he obviously has not

world enoudh
)

time, or mapetence to do that. Instead, the guided laboratory

work essential to his education enables him to assimilate a-critically what

nis science offers him and no text could ever teach him. "Each such acceptance

appears . . . as,a submission to a vast range of Cpasg value pdgments

exercised over all the domains of science$, which the newly accepted citizen of

24
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science hence forts endorses, although he knows hardly anything about their

subject-matter" (K 4 B,.p. 66). Th'e aspi?ant'aceepts'as generally true, and as

a reliable guide to further truths, the achievements pf his own field and of

other' scientific fields on which his own is partly d6endentf'he-comes, in

short, totinhabit the tradition which his field embodies, a set of shareid beliefs

and ways of 3:Ooking at the, world that ,are largely unSpOkep. having _,arned

to ildrstand and to speak the language of his discipline, the initiate's voice

is accredited the authority appropriate to a member of the field, an

accreditation which can be given only by men who already are members of

the communII:iwhich the aspirant is' striving to join.

I have said that the candidate must learn to see, in rlew ways that

textbooks, lectures and formulae can never directly, show him. If he is at

all 2.1aginative and therefore holds promise of making ifuture discoveries,
.

,

through hi as training the candidate will have chieved another 'sort of vision

as, well, a vision much less specifiable than even the sorts of sight I have

mentioned, yet one which is shared by the most fruitful members of the community:

thoroughly embodying as a matter of tradition and belief the past achevements

of his community, the scientist's vision extends to what exist in his field

as problems yet t4be solved, discoverie4 yet to be made.

I have said that the scientist assimilates to himself the past

achievements of his field as a generally reliable guide to'reality. But if

that framework were utterly reliable, it would leave no relevant problems

unresolved. "Discoveries are made by pursuing possibilities suggested by

existing knowledge" (TD, p. 67). aisting scientific traditions are indispens-

able in pointing toward a problem and providing clues to its solution's

25
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discovery, but a problem is a problem precisely:because it defies existing
.

. e.
. o

for :illations; that is what it moans ti5 call sa,ething a problem. A scientific

problem, a "gap within a $onSteliation'of clues pointing toward some

unknown" (K & 3, p. 171), can be peredved and addressed by a qua

scientist, who dwells so thoroughly within the'assimilated ac

tradition of his discipline'diat they provide clues to the

rough
they never formally entail its solutiori.

To attempt discovery is to engagein exhaustin and impiSsioned

striving, in which 'the scientist is inforrAed by 't,1-; traditional insights and

Ong

4

vementS and

oblem's shape,

/
criteria of his discipline. But because existing formulations leave the problem

unresolved, he muSt seek beyond them,, estab hing his-own criteria and setting

his own., standTls :

Hells5lf the ultimate j
true. His brain laboutsto
ing to criteria ~applied b
scientist appears actin
judge, and jury all ro
clues as suspect; fo
evidence both for a
such parts of it
.jud&ment. While

6

e of what he accepts as
satisfy its own demands'accord
its own judgment4 . . . The

ere as detective, policeman,
ed into' one. He apprehends .certain

ulatesthe charge-and examines the -

d against it, admitt4ng or rejecting
he thinks fit, and'finally pronounces

11 the. time, far from ,being neutral

at heart, he is ,imself passionately interested in the
outcome of thepiocedure, He must be, for otherwise he will
never discover a problem at all and certainly not advance
tokards its solution. ,(SFS, pp. 38-39).

In the irerest of achieving a discovery, a deeper understanding of

- whatis really there, the.scientist must set his own standards,. but that:

obviously does not mean that he acts whiniesically. Instead, he acknowledges

these standards? "jurisdiction over hiMSelf" (PK, p. 303)1 with "universal

intent," he believeg thes.e standards ought to be followed by anyone

the discovery his problem intimRtes. Just as a "judge's discretion is . . .

Tar/Owed down to zero by ,the strangle Mold of his oWn'universalintent"(PK, p.309),--
4
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the scientist's "compulsion by universal intent establishes responsibility. . .

The freedom of the subjective person to do as he pleases is overruled by the,
4 ,

..tt.geedom of the responsible person to act as he must" (PK, p. 309).

Inquiry represents the scientist's operations in areas for which no

adequate rules yet exist. Discovery is the sox ntis0es leap of the heuristic

gap, unbridgable by formal operations, which parates problem from discovery.

He finds that existing formulations, whiC pointed toward. the problem, are,

.now irreversiblraltered, in light of the discovery he believes himself to,

have made:

A problem that I have once solved can no longer puzzle
Having made a discovery, I shall never see the world again
as before. IlAy eyes have becothe different; I shave made

myself into a person seeing and thinking differently.
I have crossed a gap, the heuristic gap which lies,between
problem and discovery (PK, p.,143).

The inqUirer risks wasting the time and f rt he devotes to a problem;

as we have just seen, he risks changing himself, in liglit-Of his discovery.

Given the necessarily hazardous nature of his enterprise, he also risks

being mistaken concerning the discovery he belieyes he has made. But having

. _

convinced himself of his discovery, the scientist now finds his heuristic

pension transformed into a persuasive one; he seeks an audience of his

peers, as he finds himself called to perstade,them to share his new conviction.

However, as accreditation procredures,suggest, any community of scientists

has a vested and justified interest in ignot#g rogues and fools; to abandon

/ '

existing beliefsqn light of each proferred discovery :or bit of appArently

conflicting evidenCe would only guarantee that a discipline would lose the

direction of its deVelopment, wasting itself instead in,a chaos of presumed

findings. Scientists therefore properly neglect a great deal which seems to

27
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conflict with theories they believe to be true. In the case of Velikovsky, for

instance "Authority prevailed against facts" (K & B, p. 76). _The discoverer's
r

credentials create the presumption that he is worthy to be heard, but even his
/Yr

reputation does not guarantee a hearing for his firidings. Instead, a community

of scientists will 'establish for its societies and journals sap membera.as-
.

referees; who evaluate prOferred contributions and refuse publication to

outlandish claims,_often without comment, Certainly without conclusive proof

that the claims are mistaen, an enterprise for which no referee would have
-

time, inclination, or ability: "The whole machinery `of scientific institution,

A.
is engaged in suppressing apparent evidence as unsound, on the ground that

s.-

it contradicts the currently accepted view about the nature of things" (K &B,, p. 66).

This is not to say,41ofscourse, that any scientific Community seeks the
. . .

unaltered perpetuation of its own tradition, accepting as worthy contributions

only essentially routine surveys which conform to views already held. Instead4
4

the tradition's very life depends on its renewal by continuing modification.
a

Thus,, "The same soientifid authorities pay their higFest homage to discoveries

which deeply modify the accepted view of the nature of things" `(K &

Referees' judgments,of a contribution's Rlausibilitfare balanced against

their judgments of its originality, the extent t',0 which it seems successfully

to .address a genuine problem in the, field.
/

If granted an audience,°the stientilt seeks io phsuade his peers to

t

.his new'conVietion..-flis appeal; ILL14, his inquiry, will be rooted in the

tacitly shared beliefs, the common tradition,.which renders his discoverk

plausible to his fellows; he appeals implicitly to "traditidn as the common

ground between himself and'his opponents"' (gla; p. 52). However, a further

I ) ,
_

implication of the nature -of, problems is that he cannot persuade his -fellows
-,

of his discovery by the impersonal inferences of ;,.,me strictly formal logic.

t4
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"To the extent:to which [[a discovery) represents a new way. of reasoning, we

cannot convince others of it by formal argument, for so 'long as wvargue within

their framework, we can never induce them to abandon it" (12K, p. 151). He

cannot appeal without reservation to the tradition which other scientists

still hold and which he himself still largely shares, a body of opinion which

had pointed to the problem but left it problematic. He "Kill always meet

any opposition of scientific opinion as it is by appealing against it to

scientific opinion as hethinks.,it "ought to be (21, p. 52). "It is part of

his commission to revise and renew by pioneer achievements the very standards

by which his work is to be judged ".(LL, p. 50).

Theldiscoverer, as advocate for hiS discovery, finds himself attempting

to persuade his fellows ac ss a 100.cal gap analogous to the one which had

separated his problem frb his discovery of its solutiori:

Like the heuris ic.passion from which it flows, the persuasive
passion'too finds itself facing a logical'gap. To the extent

to which a discoverer has committed himself to a new vision
of reality, he has separated himself from others who still

think on the -old lines. His persuasive passion spurs him
not to cross this gap by converting everybody to his way
of seeing things, even as his heuristic passion has spurred
him to cross the heuristic gap which separated Aim from
discovery (PK, p. 150; cf. 1)4-172).

As advocate, the scientist risks an especially precious attribute, his
0

reputation. His audience also risks wasting time, being misled, and convert

ing themselves to a new view. "Those who listen syMpathetically will discover

for themselves what they would otherwise never. have understoOd. Such an

acceptance is a heuristic process, a selfmodifying act, and to this extent a

conversion" (PK, p. 151). Acting as audience, The scientist must decide . . .

issues, left open by opposing arguments, in the light of his on scientific

conscience" (SFS, 1), 15). What is more, the community of scientdsts, the

embodiment of scientific tradition, must make such decisions "about the merits
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of a discoveryiwiAlel its future repercussions are still unknown" (PK p. 1481)a

including those repercussions which may eventually be.krNn as "verification"

of the discovery. The'bommunity must decide the merits of proferred statements

before much relevant evidence is in, partly so that evidence relevant to

proferred discoveries,may be uncovered. 6

A community of scientists,, in short, is always making decisions and

and undertaking commitments on the basisof evidence which is in no way'

compelling, informed by a tradition which exists in the interest of itsown

reneivals a set of sophisticated butb.to some extent unarticulated, beliefs commonly

*hared within the community. Its opery ions imply a' middle ground between the

absolute and the arbitrary., Witho such processes, "science could not operate

at all" 13).

The first conclusion to be seen from Polanyi's analysis 1'f scientific

communities is that science itslf does not operate in accordance with the

objectivist ideal. It simply is no,t true that science is an impersonal

collecting of rigoroudly defined facts, carried out under a set of explicit and

inflexible rules which eliminate all evaluations, all claims that are not tested,
4

and all appeals to tradition, authority, and belief. It is misguided to

believe that scientists. accept past sdientiSic'achievements only tentatively

and that they'subject those achievements to continual testing, striving for

e

their fdlsifioation.54 It is not true.that a relevant scientific fact is

observable by anyone, and it is doubly untrue that a promising scientifid-

problem can, be set by anyone and that it should therefore be set by those

non-scientists who have society's practical needs most clearly in mind. The et,

objectivist ideal gives a picture of science which is distorted at best;
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undercutting the autonomy of science, this ideal, "having first exalted

science to th6 seat of universal arbitrament, now threatens to overthrow and

destroy it" (LL, p. 9).

Under the objectivist view, Polanyits analysis of scientific operations Would

produce only the cynical and destructive conclusion that even science fails

to live up to what it ought to be. Polanyits own position is profoundly

different: his analysis gives no reason for cynicism; it instead shows that

the objectivist ideal is itself mistaken.

Science is a much more subtle and complex activity than the objectivist

ideal allows. It is a consentual activity, carried on within a self accredited 9

. ,

community of qualified peers, and characterized by features Which objectivism

would disallow, including features which undergird any theory of rhetoric. The

1

vitiate to any community, of. science commits himbelf to a vision he cannot

totally articulate, one whOse truth he certainly is unable rigorously to

demonstrate. Risking the poSsibility that his commitment is mistaken, he

nonetheless embraces the past achievements of his science, accepting them as

authoritative and as generally reliable guides to further truths.; discoveries

in any field are open only to those who Inli5st thoroughly have embodied the

knowledge existing in that field. AA inquirer,,,the scientist risks himself

in gTsionate'striving; continually making evaluations whose grounds he cannot

exhaustively specify, relying generally on the traditioh he represents but

.. setting to himself the 6C,Lards'he believes he must set, in light of the

problem pe addresses. Believing himself to have achieved. a discovery, ,the

scientist as advocate seeks, on the bagissof his own authority and the

GO

beliefs he still shares with his peers, to persuade them to a view he cannot

prove to them, to the new standards required in light of his view. Like

3 1
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scientific problems, which must be set Within a community of scientists,

the logical antecedents of science are internal to science" (PK, p. 171).

Other scientists, acting as audience, must'decide whether to reject orCo-mit

themselves to the proferred discovery and the revised standards it implies..

They must make that decision oh the basis of beliefs they share but

Canna exliaustively articulate or prove, at a'time when anything approaching

deMonstrable.proof of the dIscOvery is yet unavailable.

Features central to Polanyi's ,analysis, are also ones which I have

argued underlie theories of rhetoric: Scientists are agents, and their actions

are informed by values, not just by facts. Their strivings are characterized

by passions and acceptance of their own and each other's authority,,not by an

impersonal logic alone; Informed. by a common tradition, ttey share tacitly held

beliefs, on whose basis they argue and which they revise in light of new

insights. And they actively inquire, committing themselves to the fruits of
4

their inquiries, though given theoature of inquiry there can be no rules
4

guaranteeing certainty. Richard Weaver writes, "Rhetoric speaks to man in his

whole being and out of, his whole past and _with reference to values which only

a human being can intuit." Replacing "rhetoric" with "scientific argument" and

"man," "human being" with'"scientist" yields-a statement remarkably close to

Polanyi's positi. . Indeed, as a measure of the distance we have traveled,

we should recall a,citation,from Perelman earlier in this paper (p. 8).

As distinct from science, Perelman says that a controversy mays be entered only'

by a member of tht group to be affected by the outcome. In Po s analysis,

that distinction,is er4sed. 1

PolanYis purpose, we reaall,t,is to defend the autonomy of thought in

the sciences and, by extension, i .all disciplines. We have seen hir oing so

by emphaSizing the,okynam4cs of discoveryand the role in the accreditation of

V1
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knowledge of persuasive acts between members of a sc'entific caret tir. As-

Polanyi puts it, "Tae verification of a statement is transposed into giving

reasons for deciding to accept it" (PK, P. 320). In ffect, Polanyi defends

the Independence of scientifiC activity by emphasizing its rhetorical char

acter. As one student of Michael Polanyi, a physicist, has put it, "Science

is.the attempt to render nature persuasive to onets colleagues."56 As another

says, "Rhetoric . . . surely is the only word we may use oncEl we have dethroned

positivism."57

Perhaps, then, it is not surprising to find Polanyi voicing his' ambi

tions and ideals in terms which will be familiar to our field. He is atteMpting

to reestab3,ish, "rational grounds on which man can hold convictions ana act

on those convictions" (IL, p. 28), he wants to affirm grounds for "popular

belief in the reality of justice and reasons) (LL, p. 5), and he affirms faith

in "the reality of truth and . . . the effiCacy of reasoned argument(SFS, p. 75).

Polanyits project has taken him well beyond the analyses this paper can

sketch. In particular, it has led him to advance a distinctive epistemology,

of "tacit knowing," which is grounded in the reality of heuristic acts, insists

that all our knowledge is grounded in and sustained by the informal matrix of.

inarticulate,'tacit, presuppositions to which we are committed, seeks to

-Pertain to knowledge of all kinds -- fran the relatively."objective" physical

sciences, where operations of the tacit are minimal, except in acts of discovery,

. . .

to the thoroughgoing commitmentcs of art and ethics, where the tacit dimension

is especially dtlep. Throughout, Polanyi sees thought embodied in persons

seeking truth, not as the mechanical operations of sane disembodied intellect.

Indeed, the general thrust of Polanyits epistemology can be seen most efficiently

3 3 .
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41 the title of his most extensive work, Personal Knowlede: Acts of knowing

involve the whole person, and they Somehow establish contact with what is .

really there. The epistemology of tacit knowing seeks to overcome the

. .

dichotav between "subjectivity" and nobjectivify, either side of- which must

maintain that opinions cannot usefully be. argued, a dichotomy whichtherefore

is disastrous for rhettorical theory.

I have devoted the first half of this paper to uncoveripg sane general

features which underlie rhetorical theory and to sketching what Iibelieve is

an understandable but unfortunate confusion we rhetorician'S currently have
" 6

concerning the nature of ,science' and, by extension, the nature of our own

field. I believe that problem deserve's our attention in its awn right, and

I believe it warrants our study of Michael Polanyl and any other philoscphers

of science who are developing similar insights. I have sketched Polanyits

concerns and his conception of scientific communities; I have only suggested

the shape of his, epistemology.

There are several reasons I believe Polanyi in particular de-serves

further study by rhetorical theorists: both his being called to philosophy

by the same broad concerns that animate contemporary rhetorical theory and his

formulations that I-have.sketched argue his kinship'with the tradition of

rhetoric. He offers us significant rh-etorical criticism of contemporary.

ideologies which are info

heuristic aets with acts

tpaiitional link between

merely verbal. He shows

reed by objectivist cone stions. His association of

of persuasion may deepen our understanding of the

invention and any rhetoric that is more than

that acknowledgment of rhetorical processes need hot

undercut our knowledge claims, that it can instead undergird inquiry that is

both autonomous and responsible; in'effect, he undergirds autonomy by

34
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emphasizing that communities of men achieveassent through rhetorical oper,

ations.
58

Finally, though I have not directly attended to the issue in this

paper, it may be that hi6 epistemology answers the call we have heard

Richard Weaver make for a "more complete" epistanology than any currently

available, one which undergirds rhetorical transactions generally and sanctions

and helps us more adequately 4) understand the vast range of discourse which

our current definitions -le rhetoric are calling us to embrace.
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